River Features
Identify Each Feature!

Using **Google Earth**, create a Tour to identify each of the following river features. You can either narrate it or include placemark descriptions to provide the necessary information.

You can follow one river, the rivers within one country, or rivers from around the world to find, define, and describe each of the required river features:

1) Braided River,
2) Delta,
3) Tributaries,
4) Flood Plain,
5) Meander,
6) Alluvial Fan, and
7) Oxbow Lake.

For each of the seven features you should **both explain** how you were able to recognize the feature and **describe** how the feature formed.

Follow the link ([https://www.google.com/earth/outreach/learn/creating-a-narrated-tour-in-google-earth/](https://www.google.com/earth/outreach/learn/creating-a-narrated-tour-in-google-earth/)) to learn how to create a narrated tour.